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FURSYS Story
FURSYS GROUP is the best quality furniture specialised company in Korea.
FURSYS is a Korea’s leading furniture brand group with the best quality products and the number 1 in overseas
exports. FURSYS has various products categories from education, home to office. In addition to the Korean
market, Fursys is the most trusted brand with the best quality and design.
Recognised worldwide for its design and quality excellence.
FURSYS has won numerous international awards, and it is the first Korean company to be awarded the world's
top three design awards (RED DOT, IDEA, IF). FURSYS pursues diversification of design through its in-house
Research & Development center and collaboration with famous designers abroad.
FURSYS cares about our green environment.
FURSYS has been recognised for its commitment to green management by acquiring Greenguard certification,
the global green certification system for all products.
FURSYS HQ, Seoul
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TEEMS IS

Safe and Eco-Friendly

Child Focused

Best Quality & Design

We carefully select non-toxic materials

We study the development and

We set our strict quality standards and

to ensure safety. We have proudly

movement of all stages of childhood,

test for various situations. We have an

obtained Greenguard certification

from their height 110cm to 180cm.

in-house laboratory, equipped with

through strictly managing each step

TEEMS provides height adjustment

test facilities for BIFMA accreditation

of the manufacturing process, from

and tilting that helps children grow in

by the American National Standards

production to disposal. Eco-friendly

the right posture, and are engineered

Institute. (ANSI). Furthermore, TEEMS

material with E0 grade has been used

in the most ergonomic angle for the

won the world's top design award, IF.

to protect our environment and users.

size of a child’s body.

Best quality with best design, we offer
experience of high-end furniture.
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TEEMS DESK
FEATURES
01. 3 steps of adjustable height.
02. Desk surface can be tilted (11°) to the desired angle according to class format and user’s posture.
03. A convenient pen holder on the desk surface stores writing tools. the desk surface adds convenience.
04. Drawer under the surface, and a pencil stopper prevents writing instruments from falling.
05. Soft poly-urethane edge is applied for superior comfort, with safely designed bag hanger.
06. Glides attached to the legs prevent the frame from shaking.
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TEEMS CHAIR
FEATURES
01. 3 steps of adjustable height.
02. Forward tilting function (7.5°) helps create an optimal sitting position by allowing a student to
maintain the natural S - shape of his or her spine.
03. An ergonomically designed PP (polypropylene) backrest provides back support and ventilation for
comfortable sitting& Easy to move and carry by the hole of the backrest.
04. 'L' shaped legs do not bother children's legs.
05. Safe with round shape for every edge.
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SPECIFICATION
DETAIL / COLOUR

WITH TILT
DESK
WITHOUT TILT

WITH TILT
CHAIR
WITHOUT TILT

HEIGHT(cm)
KNEE HEIGHT(cm)

CODE

SCHOOL YR

HEIGHT(mm) SEAT HEIGHT(mm)

USD3202 M

K-6

580/640/700

USD3203 M 5-12 / ADULT

640/700/760

USD2202 M

580/640/700

USD2203 M 5-12 / ADULT 640/700/760
USH3202 MZ

K-6

USH3203

5-12

KNEE HEIGHT(cm)
SEAT HEIGHT(mm)

MZ

USH2202 MZ

653/693/733
/

ADULT

K-6

700

442

500

522

368

340*380*420

701/741/781

380*420*460

653/693/733

110-115

115-120

120-125

125-130

130-135

340*380*420

29.7

29.7

30.9

31.9

33.2

340

135-140

140-145

35.3

36.6

150-155

155-160

160-165

165-170

170-175

175-180

36.8

37.0

38.7

40.1

40.9

40.9

41.0

420

Feet off the ground

380

145-150

460

MGAB MGGR MGOR BEOR

AB

GN

452/472

360

USH2203 MZ 5-12 / ADULT 701/741/781 380*420*460

SEAT HEIGHT(mm)
HEIGHT(cm)

K-6

The best spacing between
the desk and the chair is
270mm to 300mm.
When you make an order,
the desk and the chair would
be good when the last number
of the product code is the
same.

653/693/733
701/741/781

PRODUCT SPEC

580/640/700
640/700/760

SIZE

OR

VG

